
Interesting that a sun stone being used for navigation this late.

From Kevin Callaghan

sunstone
http://news.sciencemag.org/sciencenow/2013/03/scienceshot-sunstone-unearthed-f.html?rss=1
ARTICLE DOES NOT WORK

Hello from Australia
Have recently come upon the works and writings of Glenn Kimball-Kimball college. I
have a better understanding these days of how the world  functions. It would appear
that G.kimball was not well appreciated in some circles due to his diligence at
uncovering the facts behind the facts. I notice that Kimball college still has a website
but that the class lessons are not available. I would appreciate your help in my quest
to recover these lessons for this part of the world. Would you be able to direct me to
someone to whom I may purchase these lessons? Is there someone you know that owns
these lessons and could copy them- I would then reimburse the Kimball family as they
would have the copyright.?

To: All
           This stone is new to me but definitely has a message inscribed in ogham.  I googled it
using  <"halo rock"yoncalla> and got an artist rendition on this link:
http://jacobsgallery.org/exhibits/. WEBSITE DOES NOT WORK

The Yoncalla Historical Society is writing a local history on Douglas County, Oregon.  I am
writing a chapter on the "Indian Rock" or "Halo Rock" history.  Enclosed are photos of the said
rock.  Your expertise is requested on your professional thoughts.  Are these possible "Runes" of
Nordic Anglo-Saxon origins? or? The Rock is located near Yoncalla, Oregon.  The local
Calapooya tribe consider it sacred, and say was always here (before their time?) Please advise us
with your impressions.
 
Thank you very much for any input you can give.
 
Peggy Eickman
Yoncalla Historical Society
P.O. Box 125
Yoncalla, Oregon 97499
email: yoncalla_historical@yahoo.com
 
P.S. I may have to send 2 emails to include all of the pictures I have.

http://news.sciencemag.org/sciencenow/2013/03/scienceshot-sunstone-unearthed-f.html?rss=1
http://jacobsgallery.org/exhibits/
mailto:yoncalla_historical@yahoo.com


4 pictures to attach – forwardhelpwithindenti….

http://www.sott.net/article/256712-A-giant-mystery-18-strange-giant-skeletons-found-in-Wiscon
sin-Sons-of-god-Men-of-renown#.UTjj67ijwak.mailto
A giant mystery: 18 strange giant skeletons found in
Wisconsin: Sons of god; Men of renown -- Secret History --
Sott.net
Interesting article! Thanks for sharing this James...one wonders why giants and their discoveries
are hidden....what's everyone's  take on this? Interesting the the writer seems to think
evolutionists would think this as a blow to their theory...could be one reason.
Harry
--
Harry P. Davis                                       http://harryoutdoors.com
Ancient Investigator
Legends, Tales & Stories

Fly Fisherman @ Large

Author

Guerrilla Flyfishing   Tales of 5 Rivers due out 2013
Harryoutdoors
Gulf Coast Recovery
harryoutdoors.com

Gentlemen,

Is it really a "SECRET" that Genetic Drift/Variation occurs (has always occurred/will continue to occur) in
human populations resulting in Gigantism
(see  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_humans_with_gigantism ) and Dwarfism?  

Vance

Friends, apparently both dwarfs and giants were commonly found in graves and mounds.  If
there was drift, it was substantial, at least on this continent.   At the time that these folk were
living and building, amazing things (by our reckoning) were happening to the planet:  10,000
years ago--massive melting of the glaciers; comets or asteroids colliding with the planet; huge
waves of glacial melt and substantial tsunamis from the stellar debris and volcanic disturbance;
perhaps, manmade catastrophes, too, depending on whether you buy into ancient Indian and
Sumerian texts.

The question is:  is our collective history as "normal" as even we would like it to sometimes
appear?  This is a good time to keep an open mind and look at the evidence, including the

http://www.sott.net/article/256712-A-giant-mystery-18-strange-giant-skeletons-found-in-Wisconsin-Sons-of-god-Men-of-renown#.UTjj67ijwak.mailto
http://www.sott.net/article/256712-A-giant-mystery-18-strange-giant-skeletons-found-in-Wisconsin-Sons-of-god-Men-of-renown#.UTjj67ijwak.mailto
http://harryoutdoors.com/
http://harryoutdoors.com/
https://mail.google.com/mail/html/compose/static_files/goog_888632051
https://mail.google.com/mail/html/compose/static_files/goog_888632051
http://harryoutdoors.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_humans_with_gigantism


outliers--and there are an accumulating and very, very many of them, that indicate that we really
know very little about our own human origins.

Glad you liked the article.  Now....wouldn't you just love to have open access to all of those
crates of artifacts stored and forgotten in the Smithsonian?  And....how can we, as a free people
with a right to know our past, ever have access to them?

Buzz

Such an fascinating and interesting subject! Here's a possible theory of why the giants have been
kept hidden. Regarding the spread of giants over the whole earth, might it be possible that SOME
(obviously not all) had descended from an intermixing of Israelites from the Northern Kingdom
of Israel(not Jews from Southern Kingdom of Judah) and the pagan Philistines and Amorites
(there were male shrine prostitutes in the land of Judah and possibly Israel: see 1 kings 22:46)?
 Jeremiah(KJV) told them to set up waymarks and build high heaps to mark their routes around
the earth(see Jer.31:21). Ezekiel says they built  mounds for themselves at every street and in the
valleys (see Ezek.16 NIV). Ezekiel also states that they wandered over all the mountains and on
every high hill throughout the earth (see Ezek. 34:6 NIV). There was also a very frightening
destruction from God upon many or most(not all)of these wandering pagan outcast-Israelites.
Fire from heaven, plague, famine and sword (see Lamentations 1:13 and Ezek. Chapters 6&7
NIV). Unlike the destruction of Sodom, this judgement seemed to be relentless while it was
occurring (see Lamentations 4:6-9 NIV). Ezekiel tells a very haunting story in chapters 6-7. Of
civilizations that abruptly came to a halt and disappeared. This seems similar to what happened
to different known ancient cultures we know of today. To name a few: pre-Inca, Chacha-poya of
northern Peru, Aztecs, Mayas, the Anasazi, the Mound Building cultures, etc. In referring to
these same Israelites,  Ezekiel states (7:24 NIV) that God will put an end to the pride of the
Mighty. This is just a theory that may never be known for sure. Also, on a side note, the northern
pagan Israelites were cast out for worshiping the heavenly bodies(stars, sun and moon) etc.(see II
Kings 17 NIV) It seems that most mound/earthwork complexes and chambers align with the
heavenly bodies. This sort of seems "way out there" (and it just might be!) but just thought I'd
share.   Best regards, Trav.

In a book that was once a standard text for learning about mound builders…I believe it was titled, The
Moundbuilders, and it was, I believe, by Silverberg, it was stated that the “Adena” Indians (that is the first
major moundbuilder group in the Mid West –named after the site in Ohio near the Governor’s mansion,
named Adena) were very tall…that their skeletons were often 7 feet.  For anyone too young to remember,
on this list, we used to be able to look at the old skeletons, but Indian objections to digging up their
apparent or supposed ancestors stopped that practice. I don’t know where those skeletons are now.  I
believe later archeologists claimed that the early measurements were wrong…were based on the
skeletons being laid out… stretched out in such a way so they seemed taller.  I believe (and I did see
some of the ancient skeletons years ago) the heads of “Adena” people were wrapped and elongated.

So, is it possible these skeletons were “Adena”?



Jack in Chillicothe

The story of giants led me to another interesting observation.

Please read: The origin of Patagonia, land of giants in South America.
http://www.lawrence.edu/news/pubs/lt/fall04/giants.shtml

http://patagoniamonsters.blogspot.com/2009/11/patagon-giants-part-1.html

Tierra de Patagones is found on the maps of Gutierrez (1562) and
Patagones Regio Gigantum on Ortelius(1587). Linguistically, Patagonia
does not seem to be derived from European language other than
pata=foot (Portuguese/Spanish), which is a "stretch" to be translated
as giant. There is no etymological association of "gone" to
Portuguese/Spanish. So, apparently it is a name given by the natives.

There is a name "Badawan, country of tall people" in the 1602 world
map attributed to Matteo Ricci.  Actually the map was drawn by Chinese
in 1430s.  Badawan is my phonetic transliteration from Chinese label.
It is phonetically similar to Patagone except the last sound. Ricci
did add a few names to this map. If Patagonia is what he wanted to
add, why is it transliterated differently?

On the 1602 map, the name is extends all along the east slope of the
Andes between Chile and Argentine, while on the maps of Gutierrez and
Ortelius, the name Patagone is at the southern tip of Argentine.

The shape of South America on the 1602 Chinese map is much closer to
the modern maps than the other two. Apparently Ricci could not have
done any survey of South America to improve the geography.

Thus, by the above analysis, the 1602 Chinese world map is not a copy
of Gutierrez or Ortelius. What the 1602 map reflects is what Chinese
knew about South America in 1430s. Patagone could be a mistranslation
from Chinese Badawan, the original native sound.

The 1544 Battista Agnese World map shows the route of Magellan. After
passing the strait, he did not follow the Chilean coast line, which
would be the safest way for any explorer to a new place.  Instead, he
steered northwest directly to reach Asia, violating the logic of an
explorer. He is the first European to attempt crossing the Pacific and
succeeded in one try. Unless someone had prior knowledge of this
route.   Where did Magellan get the idea? Someone must have already
been through this route and left the information.

http://www.lawrence.edu/news/pubs/lt/fall04/giants.shtml
http://patagoniamonsters.blogspot.com/2009/11/patagon-giants-part-1.html


The Batissta Agnes world map has clearly marked longitudes. The
accurate measurement of longitudes was not available until 1773. How
did Batissta come up with the longitudes in 1544, when 1562 Gutierrez
map still did not have longitude markings?

My discussion has deviated quite a bit from giants. What it shows is
how history was written or rewritten. We must distinguish truth from
hearsay.

SL Lee, PhD

AES News and Events for March, 2013
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The Ancient Earthworks Society, Inc.
News and Events - March 2013

 

We invite you to the AES monthly meeting
Saturday, March 16th, 2013 from 11am to 2:30pm
 

Guest Speaker: Jack Steinbring
The Hensler Rock Art Site
 
Please join us at Elie's this Saturday, March 16 as we welcome Dr. Jack

Steinbring, internationally recognized Rock Art expert and anthropologist. Dr.

Steinbring will be giving a presentation on his work at the Hensler Rock Art Site

outside Waterloo, Wisconsin. Dr. Steinbring started working on the site in the

mid 80's. He will detail all the petroglyphs from the site stretching from 10,000 +

years to Mississippian Times.

In addition to Jack’s work, AES Research Director Jim Scherz has also been

working on mapping the site. The maps of the site have very recently been

completed, and Jim hopes to have them available at the meeting. We are

grateful to AES volunteers Dave Weier and Buck Trawicky for their assistance

with these projects.

Jack Steinbring founded the Department of Anthropology at the University of

Winnipeg, Canada, and taught there for 31 years. After his retirement in 1994,

he returned to his hometown of  Ripon, WI.  He is an Adjunct Professor of

Anthropology at the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh and an Adjunct Scholar in



Anthropology at Ripon College.  He is equally specialized in Archaeology and

Ethnology, and has published extensively in both fields.

Dr. Steinbring and his wife, Sandra, have conducted research in Australia,

Hawaii, seven Canadian provinces, ten American states, Bolivia, Scotland,

England, and Portugal.  His writings have been published in 13 countries, and

in three languages.  He is listed in the Who’s Who In Canada, Marquis Who’s

Who In The United States, and in Who’s Who In World Rock Art Research. 

Current investigations feature the archaeology of prehistoric boulder

arrangements in North America, and the initial expressions of rock art in the

western hemisphere.

In addition to working with numerous organizations around the globe, Jack is

the Director of Archaeological Research for the Mid-America Geographic

Foundation http://mid-americageographicfoundation.webs.com/

The Mid-America Geographic Foundation is an archaeology organization

dedicated to the preservation and protection of ancient archaeological sites in

North America, mainly in and around Central and Northeastern Wisconsin. It is

dedicated to public education regarding scientific, cultural and social aspects of

these sites and of similar sites in North America.
 

 

Meet us at Elie’s Family Restaurant - Banquet Room

4102 Monona Dr. Madison, WI 53716

(608) 223-2040

Elie’s is in the Lake Edge Shopping Center at the corner of Monona Dr. and

http://mid-americageographicfoundation.webs.com/
http://ancientearthworks.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3aace7da8b38d17cc80819665&id=c590aacb43&e=8e1ec7c919


Buckeye Rd. The Banquet Room is at the back-right portion of the restaurant.

Arrive at 11 to enjoy lunch with like-minded friends news and old before the

lecture, which typically starts around 12:30 or so.
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CELEBRATE SPRING AT FRANK’S HILL
MUSCODA, WI on March 19th & 20th, 2013

Bid farewell to winter and welcome spring by observing the vernal equinox

amongst the ancient effigy mounds at the Frank Shadewald property near

Muscoda. On Tuesday evening, March 19th, people will gather to observe the

final sunset of winter and to gaze at the night sky with the aid of telescopes

provided by John Heasley and the Iowa County Astronomers. Another gathering

to welcome the first sunrise of spring will be held on Wednesday, March 20th, at

dawn.

Persons wishing to attend should gather at Frank’s Hill by 6:30 p.m. on March

19th or by 6:30 a.m. on March 20th. The events are subject to suitable weather

conditions. A short hike will be required to the top of the hill that offers a

stunning view of the lower Wisconsin River valley.



Frank’s Hill is located 2 miles west of Muscoda near the intersection of Hwy. 60

and Hwy. 193.

“After a long winter, it is time to celebrate the coming of spring. I am welcoming

people of all religious beliefs to the sacred mounds on my property to say

farewell to winter with the setting sun on Tuesday night and to observe the

amazing rebirth of the spring sun on Wednesday morning as it rises in a direct

easterly alignment over the effigy mound group. It is a remarkable sight and I

feel privileged to share the special experience with area residents,” said

Shadewald.

Heasley said participants should feel free to bring their own binoculars or

telescopes to the Tuesday night event. He said, "On the spring equinox, day and

night are of equal length. As the sky darkens, we'll enjoy the first quarter moon,

Jupiter and four of its moons, the Orion Nebula, Pleiades, and maybe Comet

PanSTARRS. It's a thrill to be able to stargaze again at a site where we humans

have been gathering for centuries."

Frank’s Hill is on the National Register of Historic Places. A group of unique

effigy mounds is situated on the east ridge where the event will occur, which

looks across to the west ridge where a line of small mounds, thought to be

calendar mounds, is situated. The site offers a panoramic vista of the area which

once contained the highest concentration of bird effigy mounds found anywhere

in the world, including the remnants of the giant Ghost Eagle mound with a

wingspan

of over ¼ mile.

To learn more about the equinox events or for directions,

contact Frank Shadewald at (608) 739-3079



20001 Effigy Mounds Drive

Muscoda, WI 53573
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The progression of comet Pan-STARRS across the night sky in March 2013 is shown in this NASA

graphic. CREDIT: Science@NASA

Dave Weier notes that the comet Pan STARRS, will still be visible at this time,

and may be an additional delight to observe (from Frank’s Hill or otherwise).

Here’s hoping for clear skies!  

“A good time to look is about 40 minutes after sunset. The comet may appear as a sort of exclamation

point in the evening sky, with the point being the comet itself and its diffuse tail stretching nearly

straight up from the horizon, JPL officials added.”

http://www.space.com/20147-comet-pan-starrs-sunset-viewing.html
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Microerosion analysis - Robert
file:///C:/Users/Jim/Desktop/MES/A-File/Barnesville%20Site/Robert/micro.html

FROM JIM – DOESN’T WORK OBVIOUSLY

https://lostworlds.org/tag/duhare/
Thanks Jon for this link.  Another connection, possible Irish, Chinese, and more giant indications
too, as well as fireworks and goats. JIM

Those of us with Irish blood always knew our ancestors discovered America.  This is just more evidence. 
I recommend anyone who hasn’t read Tim Severn’s book about his building of an Irish boat and sailing it
to America.  I think it’s called the St Brendan Voyage.

Jack (McGlone)Burgess

There were lots of white "Indians" here before Columbus. TOM (lives near Oil City PN)

Longest journey – from kevin callaghan
https://www.archaeology.org/news/664-marianas-islands-house-of-taga-tinian
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Announcing the 2013 MES Symposium on Ancient America
Sponsored by the Midwestern Epigraphic Society (MES) of Columbus, Ohio

Date.    Friday afternoon May 31 through Sunday June 2, 2013.

Location.    The Columbus Airport Marriott, 1375 N Cassady Ave, Columbus, OH 43219 –
Same place  

               as last time (2011).

Cost & Registration.  $40 per person for this event -  if you register by May 3rd – $50
otherwise. 

       To register link:   www.midwesternepigraphic.org/symp13.html   or   complete the attached
form and mail.

     College students admitted ! FREE ! -  -  You can register or not.

Program Schedule.   (As of now)

               Friday May 31                                            Saturday Jun 1                                         
Sunday Jun 2

      Noon-1:00pm  Registration                   8:00am         Registration                    9:30am
Optional Trips:

      1:00-5:30pm  Presentations                  9:00-12:00   Presentations                    1. Newark
Earthworks

      6:00-7:00pm  Dinner                             12:00-1:30    Lunch                             2. Hopewell
Cultural NHP

      7:00--- ? Presentations                           1:30-7:00     Presentations 

 

 Symposium Officers.   Jim Leslie – Director       Dave Rush – President & Newark Trip
Leader

    Jack Burgess – VP &  Hopewell Trip Leader   Daneen Axlerod – Treas.  Bill Barr –
Photographer

http://www.midwesternepigraphic.org/symp13.html


 Speakers.   

               Lawrence Gallant     “Columbus was Last”

               Kelly Gross           “The Mystery Codex”  Details of the codex

               Roger Sexton         “The Mystery Codex”  History of the codex

               Jon Haskell            “Mayan Evidence in North America” 

               Jim Leslie              “History of Midwestern Epigraphic Society”

               Hugh & Kevin Miller      "Significant C-14 content in dinosaur bones and the
implications to mankind and science."

               Mark and Laura Nickless    “Chasing the Dragons”

               Rick Osmon              “Tantalizing Tintagel Text”

               John Ruskamp         “Asiatic Echoes in North American Rock Art”

               John White              “The Ships of Burrows Cave” 

        Possible Speaker:

Scott Wolter   America Unearthed

Thanks to Crystal Trickle for this link.    Be sure to click the links in the article for details -
voyage map, etc   Jim Leslie

http://blogs.smithsonianmag.com/smartnews/2013/03/six-centuries-ago-chinese-explorers-left-th
is-coin-behind-in-africa/#.UUXoZbDDQp0.email

Mesolithic site in Ohio is being used as a golf course with plans to fill in one circle for a putting
green...the madness continues! http://www.megalithic.co.uk/article.php?sid=14237
Anyone have any political sway in Ohio.
--
Harry P. Davis                                       http://harryoutdoors.com
Ancient Investigator
Legends, Tales & Stories

Fly Fisherman @ Large

 Author

http://blogs.smithsonianmag.com/smartnews/2013/03/six-centuries-ago-chinese-explorers-left-this-coin-behind-in-africa/#.UUXoZbDDQp0.email
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Guerrilla Flyfishing   Tales of 5 Rivers due out 2013
Harryoutdoors
Gulf Coast Recovery
harryoutdoors.com

Gentlemen,

To Sign the online Petition: http://www.petitiononline.com/1179/petition.html

For Background: http://www.cybergolf.com/golf_news/mounds_of_controversy_at_ohio_club

Regards,

Vance

Ohio is a state with rich native American heritage.  We cannot tolerate the loss of an
important piece of American history built by the Natives. Much of American history is
already lost due to urbanization and farming clearance. It is time for all to voice our
concern against the negligence and destruction of the native American sites.

I have sent the petition to 30 friends to get their participation in the petition.

Thanks for alerting us to this important issue.

SL Lee, PhD

Secrets in Stone: Rare Archaeological Find in Norway
 
Error! Filename not specified.
These unusual petroglyphs were found in a burial mound in Stjørdal, central Norway.
(Credit: Anne Haug, NTNU Museum of Natural History and Archaeology)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2011/01/110131073133.htm

For the text article click on the sciencedaily line. Jim L.
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